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SD: Sandy Dior’e (SD) 

JP: Joseph Plaster (JP) 

Date: January 29, 2019 

 

 

[0:00:00] 

 

SD: Do you hear them in the background? 

 

JP: I hear them a little bit, but that’s okay. It should be fine. Okay, so 

are we recording? We are recording. Let’s see. The date today is – 

 

SD: January 29, 2019. 

 

JP: Okay. And I am Joey Plaster. I’m conducting the oral history 

interview. And do you wanna just start out by introducing 

yourself? Maybe your name, what your ballroom house is, and just 

a little introduction. 

 

SD: I am the founder and CEO of the House of Dior’e. And I am Sandy 

Dior’e. 

 

JP: Okay. So let’s start with just a little of background. Can you talk 

about when and where you were born, where you grew up, just a 

little bit of background?  

 

[0:01:00] 

 

SD: Well, I was born in Guyana and I was raised, from the age of six 

months, in Brooklyn, New York – Coney Island and Bushwick. 

 

JP: Okay. And can you talk a little bit about – I don’t know – what 

elementary and middle school was like, what your family was like, 

the neighborhood? That kind of thing. 

 

SD: Well, elementary school was a little hectic, but, as I got older, in 

junior high school, it was fine. High school was a different story – 

that’s when I become who I am and finding out more things about 

myself. My neighborhood – growing up in Brooklyn, period, is 

rough. My family is just that – my family. My brothers, they love 

me unconditionally. 

 

[0:02:00] 
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 I grew up in a wonderful, so to speak, environment, far as family-

oriented. 

 

JP: Okay. And how old were you when you first heard about 

ballroom? 

 

SD: I do believe I was 13 when I first encountered the ballroom scene 

and learnt about it, but I wasn’t really in it. I didn’t know too much 

about it, so I just laid back and listened and watched some people 

that I knew go and participate. 

 

JP: Okay. And do you remember how you heard about it? 

 

SD: Well, I have a cousin – his name is Tony. And he introduced me to 

the House of Bijon [sp?], so that was my first house. That’s where 

I started from. 

 

[0:03:00] 

 

 And my mother of the house, her name was Shadé Bijon. She 

comes from the House of Pendavis, which is my grandmother’s, 

Avis Pendavis’, house. 

 

JP: Okay. And how – I mean, your cousin, how did you learn about it 

from your cousin? Did your cousin just bring it up or what – 

 

SD: Well, he was in the House of Bijon and he’s about two, three years 

older than I am, and I used to run and tag along and see what was 

going on. And he used to be dancing up and down the boardwalk 

and the beach in Coney Island, where we grew up, and I wanted to 

learn it too. So I just started mimicking everything that he was 

doing. And he was like, “You know what? We can use you in the 

house.” I said, “For what? What would I be able to do?” 

 

[0:04:00] 

 

 He said, “You can walk realness.” And I said, “What is that?” And 

I’m 13, 14, like, “What is realness? I’m a real person.” And he 

said, “No, it’s for different sexes that are transforming to another 

sex.” And I said, “Wait, what am I transforming to?” I mean – but 

I’ve always been the woman that I am. I’ve never been, so to 

speak, a gay male. From a young age, I’ve always been trans. 

 

JP: Okay. 
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SD: So he was saying that I can walk female – well, back then, it was 

“fem queen” realness. And I said, “Oh, okay. Okay. I’ll do it.” 

 

JP: And so, at that point, you were how old? You were about 15 or – 

 

SD: I think I was 13. 

 

[0:05:00] 

 

 It was 13, 14 when I got into this thing. 

 

JP: And how did you identify in terms of your gender identity at age 

13? 

 

SD: I was a woman. I was a young girl. I went to school as a woman. 

My family signed papers with all the schools, that they would 

disclose that I was born male, but I was born different, so I was 

born intersex. So it was a big thing. 

 

JP: And so that must have been – I mean, today, there are trans kids 

and intersex kids who go to school and that’s become more of a 

mainstream phenomenon, but, at that point, that must not have 

been mainstream. 

 

SD: It wasn’t. It was taboo, so to speak, to go to school as – these days, 

most people that become transgender, they go to school as a male 

and then transform through the years – 

 

[0:06:00] 

 

 in school, so it gives people time to progress and time to watch 

them bloom, so just in posed of just going to school always as a 

young girl. We had to move several times because of that because 

the teacher was … and get upset with me and tell that I was a boy 

or something like that. And then it cause a uproar in the school, so 

it was very hard. Back then, it was hard. 

 

JP: And so, when your cousin said that you could walk realness and 

said that that was a category for people who were transitioning, tell 

me again what your response was. 

 

SD: “What is that?” I didn’t know what it was. And the first time when 

I went and I walked a ball, I was – 

 

[0:07:00] 
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 sort of, kind of in shock and a little afraid because they started 

throwing records at me. And, at that time, I didn’t know that that 

means they was loving my look or loving who I was or were 

surprised or couldn’t believe that I was trans. And that ball, I can’t 

even remember the year, but I think it was around ‘87, somewhere 

around there, and I do remember her name was Stacey Mugler. It 

was her ball. I think she was the overall house mother at that time. 

And they counted down and no one was walking, so I walked out 

there. And all of the it girls, at that time, stormed me. I was like, 

“What is going on?” 

 

[0:08:00] 

 

 I couldn’t believe it. 

 

JP: Wait, what does that mean, that they stomped you? 

 

SD: They stormed me. 

 

JP: Oh, they stormed – 

 

SD: That means they was like, “Oh, no, this new bitch is not going to 

come up here and take our shine,” so they all just came out after 

me. And, one by one, I sat them all down. 

 

JP: And so why did people throw records if they liked you? What was 

that – 

 

SD: Okay, it’s like they was so excited. They was like, “Yes,” and 

throwing ‘em like – it was just – 

 

JP: Like records that you would play? 

 

SD: You had to be there. Yeah, those was the 10s. The 10s was records. 

And the chops, I do believe – I can’t remember too well, but I do 

believer there was hangers. Now 10s mean that they like you and 

chops mean that they don’t like you, but then we also used to have 

numbers, as a sliding scale, what you get from 0 to 10, and, phew. 

 

[0:09:00] 

 

JP: Well, okay, so you’ve already said a number of really interesting 

things and one of them is around gender, so you’re saying the very 

gender identity that – your school teachers, or some of them at 

least, would see this gender identity and kind of cast you out 
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because of it, but the very same gender identity in ballroom made 

you kind of a star. Am I making that up or – 

 

SD: Yeah, so to speak. And ballroom is wonderful for people who 

don’t really know who they are, in the beginning of their process, 

because, well, I say for me and for my house and my family, we 

embrace and encourage to be the best you that you can be. 

 

[0:10:00] 

 

 So ballroom has saved many people's lives. Ballroom is a good 

factor ‘cause it makes you stronger and because we have 

something in ballroom that’s called “shade.” And – my belief – if 

you can make it in ballroom, in all the shade that all of the people 

that’s in the ballroom community throws at you, you can make it 

anywhere. Because ballroom is a underground, underworld type 

world and it gets you ready for the real world because you could 

use a lot of things that you learnt in ballroom in the real world…. 

 

JP: What’s an example of things that you would learn in ballroom that 

would help you in the real world? 

 

SD: For one, patience because patience in ballroom scene, when you 

get chopped and you already don’t like that person – 

 

[0:11:00] 

 

 and you know the person don’t like you, but for you to have 

patiences and you know how to humble yourself, when you go out 

to that real world and you on your job and your boss is giving you 

hell, you can practice that patience because ballroom is fantasy. 

Your boss in real life, you need that to survive, so patience is one. 

And it also help you build up character. It helps you be proud of 

who you are. It helps you know that, no matter what anyone throws 

your way, you can handle it. Ballroom has helped people become 

stars. You know, people who can dance well, people who can sew 

well, people who can walk well, go on to be dancers for famous 

singers and rappers, and they go on to design clothes for models, 

and, walking well, they go on to be models, some of them. 

 

[0:12:00] 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: And it’s great. And we help the younger children learn who they 

are because ballroom – once upon a time, where we didn’t have a 
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place to go, being of the LGBTQ community, and ballroom gave 

us that place to go, a safe space, to so speak, where we can go to be 

us, without any judgement, except for the judges, of course. 

[Chuckles] But without any judgement of who we are. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. And you mentioned two things and I wanna follow up 

on them, so, for someone who’s listening to this that doesn’t know 

anything about ballroom, can you explain what shade is and can 

you explain what it means to be chopped? 

 

SD: Okay. Shade is a form of reading and I’m gonna explain that also. 

 

[0:13:00] 

 

 Shade and reading goes together hand in hand. Shade is when you 

know that your outfit is on point, you know that your walk is on 

point, you know that your realness is on point or your face is 

beautiful, but there’s a judge that’s sitting on the panel that don’t 

like you, for whatever reason it is, and, when you walk, they chop 

you because they’re being shady, not because they’re being fair. 

Fairness is “No mater if I like you or not, if you hit that runway 

and you’re doing what you’re supposed to do and looking how you 

look, I have nothing but to do is to give you my 10.” 

 

[0:14:00] 

 

 But shade is “I don’t like you. You’re not going to get your 10s for 

me. I don’t care if you’re beautiful. I don’t care if you’re real. I 

don’t care if you’re walking. I don’t care if your face is on point. 

I’m going to chop you just because I’m a judge and I can do that.” 

That’s shade. 

 

JP: So life isn’t fair in ballroom? 

 

SD: Life isn’t fair in life. When life shows up, all you have to do is face 

it. But that’s the part of being shady. We have – and the other thing 

you asked was? 

 

JP: Was getting chopped, but I think you explained that. 

 

SD: Yeah, chopped is being – they don’t like you. They don’t like what 

you’re wearing. They don’t like how you look. You may have 

slipped during something and you just gotta go about your 

business. 
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JP: Okay. So let’s see. You told me what year you started ballroom. 

Your cousin brought you into ballroom. 

 

[0:15:00] 

 

 Oh, well, I guess I didn’t ask and maybe you said a little bit about 

it, but what attracted you to ballroom at the very beginning? Why 

did you wanna go and what made you wanna keep going back? 

 

SD: Oh, wow. It was the glitz and glamor. In the beginning, it was 

wonderful because my mom, which is Shadé Pendavis Bijon [sp?], 

she was a mom. And, when I went to see my grandmother, which 

is the pioneer, one of the founding mothers, Avis Pendavis, it was 

a family. She embraced us. They taught us from the ground up – 

“If you’re going to be a woman, this is how you should act, as a 

lady, always. If you’re going to be a mother, I’m going to show 

you how to be a mother. If you just want to come in and have a 

place to stay, I’m here for you.” 

 

[0:16:00] 

 

 And they did that with not just their own family, but with other 

families – if they see you out in the streets and you need some 

place to go, that’s how my mom and my grandma was, and that’s 

how I am. So that part of the ballroom world made me say, “Hmm, 

I can do this.” And then, of course, I loved them throwing records 

at me, so, when they – the categories that I used to love to sing was 

one called “leather versus suede” and “designers’ delights.” And 

they can go together because you can be a designer and design you 

something made out of leather and suede. It was things like that, 

like “town and country,” that made someone really think outside 

the box and get it together. 

 

[0:17:00] 

 

 Not taking anything away from today, but I don’t think we work as 

hard today as we did then. And it’s so much easier now for people 

to get certain heights and levels because we have grand major balls 

every week. Back then, we would have it once a year, maybe twice 

a year, and, if you’re lucky, three times. And it was just then in 

New York City. Now –  

 

JP: Mm-hmm. It hadn’t spread to other cities? 

 

SD: No. 
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JP: And that was in the ‘80s? 

 

SD: Yes, that was in the early ‘80s. I started, what, ‘86, ‘87. That was 

then. And, before then, they was having balls, but it was only, once 

again, in New York City. 

 

JP: Okay. 

 

SD: And then, probably, somewhere in Jersey, close, and then it 

ventured down to Jersey, then Philadelphia, and it just started 

going from there. 

 

[0:18:00] 

 

JP: So, before we get to Baltimore, I’m gonna ask you a little bit more 

about New York. You mentioned your mother and your 

grandmother, and so, again, if somebody’s listening to this, they 

don’t know anything about ballroom, can you explain what it 

means to be a mother or a grandmother in ballroom? 

 

SD: Okay. Well, a mother is who I am and what I am. I’m also a 

grandmother and a great-grandmother. It’s just like in your real 

family. When you’re young, you have someone to mentor you and, 

if that person is of a transgender background and she’s older than 

you and she’s been there and you’re in her house, she has her own 

house, which is own family, you become her daughter. Now we 

have certain things as just house daughters and real daughters, or 

gay daughters. My mom was my gay mom. 

 

[0:19:00] 

 

 And her mom – so this just like in your real family, her mom 

becomes your grandmother. And it was always a family – it was 

close-knit, where we knew each other. We knew our brothers and 

our sisters. We knew our grandparents. We also knew our cousins 

because our moms and dads have sisters and brothers, also. And 

some people venture off and make their own house, so the House 

of Bijon was the grand house of the House of Pendavis. So – 

 

JP: So the House of Pendavis came out of –? 

 

SD: No, the House of Bijon came from the House of Pendavis because 

my mother, Shadé Pendavis, got the permission to venture out on 

her own to become Mother Shadé Bijon, to make her – 

 

[0:20:00] 
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 own family, and so the House of Bijon was under the umbrella of 

Pendavis. 

 

JP: And can you say a little bit more – what is the difference between a 

gay mother and a house mother? 

 

SD: Now, for the house mother – [clears throat] excuse me – the house 

children are just that – they’re in the house. They have a close 

connection, but she hasn’t made that specific person her gay child, 

so it’s a difference between being my house child and my gay 

child. Like me, I have children that are my gay children, but 

they’re not in my house. You don’t have to be in someone’s house 

to be family – that’s how we venture off and, for Baltimore, I have 

children in multiple houses that are legendary, that are house 

mothers and house fathers. 

 

[0:21:00] 

 

 And they’re no longer Dior’es, but they come from Dior’e, so it’s 

like Baltimore has, I would say, 90 percent of Baltimore, one time 

or another, has been a Dior’e. And they created their own houses 

and they have their children now. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: And the ones that was not Dior’es was either my nephews or my 

grandchildren or my nieces, so they all came to me, one time or 

another, for something, some type of way of guidance. 

 

JP: So, probably, you know, when ballroom first started in New York, 

there probably were a few houses. And then people in those houses 

decided to make their own, and then so on and so forth. 

 

SD: And people move to different states and different cities. 

 

JP: Yeah. 

 

[0:22:00] 

 

SD: When you move to a different state and a different city and you 

start a new chapter there, and that chapter becomes a part of the 

New York chapter as a whole, but, in different states and different 

cities, what I do is I appoint a mother and a father for that city or 

that chapter. And, if I don’t feel anyone’s worthy for that position, 
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I will give them an overseer position, and I let the overseer for that 

region decide who they feel fit to be mother and father. 

 

JP: So it is really kind of a corporate structure. Do you want some 

water? 

 

SD: Thank you. 

 

JP: So take me back to when you moved to Baltimore. Why did you 

decide to move to Baltimore? 

 

[0:23:00] 

 

 And, when you first came here, what did the ballroom scene look 

like here?  

 

SD: Why I moved to Baltimore is because of Mayor Koch at the time. 

He was sitting on the judges – he was Supreme Court judge, so 

we’ll leave that there. And I moved into Baltimore in ‘93. ‘93. 

Yeah, ‘93, ‘94. I was in the House of Mizrahi at the time and 

things in the house didn’t go to the way that I would like them to 

go, but I promised my dad – which he’s still my dad to this day and 

I love him with all my heart. 

 

[0:24:00] 

 

 His name is Andre. He is the founding father of the House of 

Mizrahi, and, at the time, when he started the house, there was me, 

him, Heidi, John, and Deshaun. It was five of us. 

 

JP: And that was in New York? 

 

SD: In New York City. I promised him that I would never ever leave 

him to join another house, which I haven’t. I kept my promise. I 

felt that I should have been mother at the time back then, but it was 

a lot of controversy around that, so I showed him that I can do it by 

myself. And I left the house gracefully – well, not really. I left the 

house. 

 

[0:25:00] 

 

 We went to a ball in Washington, D.C. and I walked the category 

of femme queen realness and I won. And the commentator at the 

time said, “Grand prize, Sandy Mizrahi.” And I said, “No, I’m a 

007.” And I took the trophy that I won and I dropped him in front 
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of him. I was upset because I really thought I should have been 

mother. 

 

JP: And he wouldn’t let you be mother? 

 

SD: No, he wouldn’t. 

 

JP: And explain what “007” means. 

 

SD: “007” means free agent, means that I’m no longer in any house. 

I’m walking just for me and me only, so all my accolades go to me, 

which that’s how it should be anyway. You just helping the 

person’s name that you’re in, but some people don’t realize that. 

 

[0:26:00] 

 

 But I tell my children all the time, “I thank you for being loyal and 

I thank you for walking when you can. I thank you for choosing 

me because everything that you do out there, on that floor, is all 

you. You’re just carrying my name and I thank you for helping 

build it.” 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: I love my babies. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: Okay. So I came to Baltimore and, in ‘95 – 

 

JP: So you came to Baltimore right after you went 007, dropped the 

trophy – 

 

SD: Yes, I said, “Bye, New York.” Yep. So I started my house in ‘95. 

The ballroom scene here in Baltimore was – I wouldn’t say dead, 

but it was dying. It was dying off, so I said, “Okay, here’s my 

moment. Here’s my time.” 

 

[0:27:00] 

 

 And we have a club, which my gay pops – his name is Dana – he 

owns the club. And he gave me and my brother Punchy the okay to 

start having balls there, so we started having balls on Thursday 

night. I was the commentator; go figure. So it just started blooming 

from there and we started getting more people to move from 

different cities and different states to Baltimore. We started 
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developing more houses in Baltimore. The House of Dior’e was 

formed 1995, November 28. That’s when I started. And you have 

to walk to get your name out there. You have to hit the floor at the 

balls and let the people see “Oh, well, I like what she doing. I 

wanna go with her. I want her to teach me.” 

 

[0:28:00] 

 

 And I have several kids, children, that’s been with me since ‘95 to 

now. No matter how many houses try to whisper in their ear and 

tell them, “Oh, we’ll do this. We’ll do that for you,” they stayed 

loyal. They stayed with their mother. And then I have some 

children who wanted to venture out and I allowed them to, and 

then they’ve seen that the grass wasn’t greener on the other side 

because I’m the type of mother that loves you whether you’re 

talented, whether you’re not talented, whether you can bring 

something to me or not. I don’t love you just for what you can do 

on that floor. I love you for you. And now all my children, I raise 

them up right. I love all their families – their families know me; I 

know them. 

 

[0:29:00] 

 

 Some of they families even give me, so to speak – they hand 

marriage to their children because they knew that I was going to 

take care of them. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: I have – 

 

JP: I was gonna ask you a little bit more. So, when you first came here 

and you started the house, when you start your new house, are you 

the only member and then you start taking on other members? Is 

that how it works? 

 

SD: Well, when I started, it was just me. It was just me for a while. 

And then you have other people that’ll come to you, that my house 

has always been – I started all my children from scratch. I’ve never 

taken anyone’s else children or child – excuse me – from another 

house or another family. 

 

[0:30:00] 

 

 I don’t believe in that. I believe in “If this is your child, you get 

them home, you groom them.” And, when my family finally came 
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out, it was murder. The Dior’es rocked Baltimore from east to 

west, north to south. We were one of the biggest, if not the biggest, 

house here, besides the House of Revlon. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. And that was your father’s house? 

 

SD: That’s my brother’s house. 

 

JP: Your brother’s house? 

 

SD: That’s my brother. I love him over 30 years. 

 

JP: So can you paint a scene of the Baltimore ballroom community in 

mid-’90s, when you first moved here, and those next years when 

you were building your house? How did it look different then than 

it looks now? 

 

SD: Back then, we had fun. 

 

[0:31:00] 

 

 We was a city and a state to be reckoned with. Baltimore was one 

of the places that you had to come through, to be able to get your 

life in the ballroom scene, to be able to get known, so to speak. 

And, when we would go to state to state balls in different states, 

we would come through. We were more like a family. Baltimore 

was – we had our issues within Baltimore, but, when we leave 

town, you best believe we are one. When people come from out of 

town, they best believe they should know how to act because 

you’re in my house now. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: And, of course, me being mother, – 

 

[0:32:00] 

 

 I raise them up right and I let them know, “Act accordingly. When 

we go to places, we gonna rock that house. And when they come 

here, we treat them with the respect that they give us when we go 

out.”  

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: Baltimore is one of the most talented states and cities in ballroom 

history, to me, but we’re now considered the underdogs. We’ve 
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always been considered the underdogs, but we always rose to the 

occasion. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: Baltimore is a city, to me, with the most realest female figures, 

with the most talented voguers, with the most beautiful faces, and 

our runway in realness with a twist is just off the chain. 

 

[0:33:00] 

 

 And, mind you, I’m not from here originally, but this is my city.  

 

JP: Well, another question I had is people call you the, what, the 

blueprint of Baltimore ballroom? 

 

SD: The blueprint of Baltimore, yes. 

 

JP: Can you talk a little bit about that? And, for someone who doesn’t 

know what that means, kind of explain – 

 

SD: The blueprint is when you laying a foundation to a house or to a 

business, but even a garage, whatever it is, even a car, you always 

have to have the blueprint first, that starts it all. And, for me to 

bring it back up to where it is now, I was the foundation and the 

blueprint of that. 

 

[0:34:00] 

 

 And it’s not just in ballroom in Baltimore city, but it’s in outreach I 

do; it’s in advocacy I do; it’s in helping my community. So I’ve 

learnt and know so many different people of different genres of the 

places in Baltimore that I deserve and I earned, that blueprint 

position. But, for Baltimore, I don’t believe there’s anyone that can 

contest to me not being mother or grandmother or auntie. Yeah, 

actually, I have some great-grands. I love them too; they so cute 

little babies. 

 

 [Chuckles] 

 

JP: Let me see. 

 

SD: And I have one that also I fight for the new generation and also I’m 

one of the only ones that’s icon and pioneer, or whatever label that 

they put on us, – 
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[0:35:00] 

 

 that’s still out here with the kids, that’s still there with them, that 

don’t look down to them like I’m better than them. I still vogue 

with them and walk with them and perform with them because we 

can learn things too from these children. You know? So I’m still 

there. I’m the bridge in the gap and I was given an award of that 

too – bridging the gap – by Mr. Keith “Ebony” Holt at some ball. 

 

JP: One of the free balls that he does? The – 

 

SD: No, it was a ball that we had to pay to get in, but, yes. So – 

 

JP: Let me see. Well, okay, I have – I told you I wanted to ask a little 

bit more about gender, sexuality, so I’m curious how your 

participation in ballroom has made you think differently about 

gender specifically. 

 

SD: Well, for me, gender has never been an issue for me because I 

know who I am, but for me to help another young man or another 

young woman that wants to become who they feel that they are 

within them, I make sure that I ask them, “Is this who you are? Is 

this just who you wanna be? Are you doing this for you or for 

someone else?” because this is a lifelong process. It’s not you take 

a pill today and, poof, you’re a young man or, poof, you’re a 

young woman. You have to be serious and I let them know that 

there’s going to be trials and tribulations. You know, us as being 

transgender women, we are not – we are less likely to be accepted 

by society than transgender men. 

 

[0:37:00] 

 

 Why, I quite have not as of yet put my finger on that, but I have 

some thoughts. And especially when you’re being transgender 

female, male to male, and you don’t look as passable to some 

people – or, in the ballroom world, as we say, it’s “clockable” – 

you know, it’s more harder for them, in a way, so to speak, 

because people will bash you. People will talk about you, make fun 

of you, throw shade. And, on the other hand, for the girls that are 

passable, it’s a little more dangerous because, when you meet a 

man, he expects to get a natural-born female. 

 

[0:38:00] 

 

 And if he finds out or someone tells him, you can be hurt, beaten, 

and killed. 
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JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: So the gender for the trans-men, that has really started to come into 

play recently, under the recent years, probably about – I say, to me, 

with my knowledge, it’s about seven, eight years – we started 

seeing more and more of our trans-men come out and, to me, 

they’re doing a wonderful job. Lord, have mercy. 

 

JP: Well, I guess I think, in mainstream society, I think most people 

believe that there are men and there are women, right? 

 

SD: And then there are trans. 

 

JP: But, in ballroom, you have – 

 

SD: Everybody. 

 

JP: Yeah. 

 

SD: See, that’s the difference between the mainstream world and the 

ballroom world – all are welcome. 

 

[0:39:00] 

 

 We do not discriminate. We don’t ostracize. Everyone is welcome. 

We have categories for the men and for the women, for the trans, 

for the gay, for the bi, for the Q. I’m still trying to figure out the 

other letters and things that we have now – there’s so many – but 

we have a place for all. And only thing that us, as ballroom 

community, ask is that you accept us the way that we accept you. 

Especially for the trans. The trans men and the trans women, we’re 

human beings and we’re beautiful people, inside and out, but 

society’s society. 

 

JP: But that seems to be, for me at least, that’s one of the beautiful 

things about ballroom because you’re not only saying, “Everyone 

is welcome here”; – 

 

[0:40:00] 

 

 you’re performing all of the different kinds of genders that can 

exist in the world and people are being praised for it, is what I see, 

anyway. Do you agree with that or no? 

 

SD: Yes, I agree. 
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JP: Okay. 

 

SD: We’re coming. We’re coming. The transgender world is getting 

larger and we’re starting to be accepted by major television 

networks, by superstars, by rappers. You know, we’re coming a 

long – we’re fighting. And I’m gonna talk about Trump, but we’re 

coming. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: We have some people that’s trying to knock us down and belittle 

us and make us feel less than, but we’re strong and we’re here. We 

have police officers; we have judges; we have lawyers; we have 

doctors, and they’re trans. 

 

[0:41:00] 

 

 We’re here and we’re not going anywhere. 

 

JP: I’m just gonna ask one more question about gender and 

transgender because another of the things in ballroom is that there 

are a lot of different kind of gender identities, and so I’m 

wondering if you can explain some of them, like “femme queen,” 

“butch queen up in drags,” like, “butch queen,” you know? All of 

those. What does that mean? 

 

SD: Okay. Well, they have a category now – it’s called “female figure.” 

And that sums up all of the women that’s under the female 

category, which are the butch queen in drags, which means a boy 

by day that dresses up as a women, just for they category. Also, 

that’s what it should means. 

 

[0:42:00] 

 

 And then we have the femme queens, which are, in the society 

world, would be considered as transgenders, which are the people 

who live they lives as women, every day. And then we have the 

new-age woman, which, in society, is called a “transsexual,” which 

is the person of a different sex that went the nine miles and had 

their operation to have their sex physically and literally changed. 

And then we have the woman, which the categories based around 

because it says “female figure,” so we have the women who are 

naturally-born females also, that walks – 

 

[0:43:00] 
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 under performance, runway, face, body, sex siren. So that’s like 

the main “female figure” categories, so that breaks down and 

separate from the butch queen in drags, from the femme queens, 

from the new-age woman, to the females. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. Okay. See, I mean, I think that that is amazing. It’s a 

whole rainbow of different identities and I think that’s what 

society’s going to look like 50 years from now, 25 years from now. 

Okay. Going through here. Okay. So this is another question. This 

is kind of a big one. 

 

[0:44:00] 

 

 I’m just curious how you personally have been changed, do you 

think, through your participation in ballroom? What does it do for 

you? How do you think you’ve been changed? Yeah. 

 

SD: Okay. What has ballroom done for me, to me, and mean to me? 

Ballroom has been a place of refuge for me because, without 

ballroom and a place to go to live out the things that are in my 

head, in an artfully form, I would have nowhere else to go to do it. 

Ballroom has helped me learn how to be more productive in 

society. 

 

[0:45:00] 

 

 Ballroom has taught me to love myself when no one else shows me 

that they love me. Ballroom has saved my life, so to speak. I’ve 

been in and out of prison, but, when I come home, ballroom has 

always embraced me and welcomed me back into the ballroom 

world. And they never forgot me. They was throwing balls in my 

name, while I was in the school of the hard-knock life. That’s my 

story and I’m sticking to it. Ballroom has taught me how to be 

humble. Ballroom definitely taught me patience. Ballroom taught 

me that the skies is the limits. Ballroom taught me to let nothing or 

no one stop me, to let nothing get in my way, to let nothing 

discourage me. 

 

[0:46:00] 

 

 Ballroom has taught me that I can be whoever it is that I say I want 

to be. Ballroom has been a tremendous part of my life for 30 years, 

plus, and ballroom will continue, no matter what goes on, no 

matter what happens, no matter what is said. Ballroom is here to 

stay and ballroom is going to progress and, hopefully, we get 
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ballroom a little more back structured and back in the direction that 

I would like to see it go, but ballroom, to me, all together in one 

word, is amazing. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

[0:47:00] 

 

 The first thing you said was that ballroom allowed you to perform 

all these thoughts that you had in your head and in an artful way. 

Can you say a little bit more about that? What thoughts are those 

and how have you performed them? 

 

SD: We have categories that’s called “lip-sync performance,” and you 

can get on stage and be whoever you wanna be, whichever star that 

you’re doing, whichever comedian that you’re performing. 

Ballroom, we have a category that’s called – well, it used to be 

called – and it’s still around, I think – “punk rock versus 

futuristic,” and your mind can just go. We have a category that I’m 

going to start walking and I do believe that will be the first female 

figure to walk this category, which is called “futuristic bizarre,” 

and you can just go any and everywhere with things like that. 

 

[0:48:00] 

 

 We have – it’s different categories, that we had one that was called 

“under the sea,” and if you know, like I know, there’s so many 

different realms that’s under the sea and you can just – your mind 

can just go. The House of Dior’e, we had a ball and it was called 

“The Dior’e Way of Disney,” and we did different characters for 

Grand March. Everyone came out as a different Disney character, 

from Snow White to the Wicked Witch, and it was just that for 

Grand March. And, at the end, we had about five people – the 

Royal House, that is – we’ve done the whole thing from The Little 

Mermaid. 

 

[0:49:00] 

 

 And, at that time, the house mother, her name was Dana. She’s my 

daughter. She’s now in a different house, but she’s still my 

daughter. She was Ariel. The father of the house was King Trident. 

We had one of the kids in the house, he was the crab. 

 

JP: Sebastian. 
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SD: Sebastian. And then we had Flounder. And I had my two poopsies. 

I came out as Ursula. 

 

JP: Yes. [Laughs] 

 

SD: I’m always the Wicked Witch. And her two poopsies was the 

electric eels, and we had two people – so it was just like 

imagination and it just was beautiful. 

 

[0:50:00] 

 

 And the ball was successful and it’s just wonderful. 

 

JP: Tell me more about that, though. Why is imagination and creativity 

important and vital for the ballroom community? 

 

SD: Because we don’t wanna just be like any and everyone else. We 

are creative people, as a whole. The LGBTQ community, we style 

those artists. We style people homes. Our imagination and our 

artistic skills are beyond, to me, what society sees. And we are 

some of the most creative people that I’ve ever seen, some of the 

most smartest people that I’ve ever encountered. And, when it 

comes to creativity, we can take a carpet and make a horse out of it 

and it’ll ride down the runway with some type of mechanical skills 

inside of it. 

 

[0:51:00] 

 

 And people be like, “Wow, how did they do that?” But society will 

look at it as “Oh, whatever.” But, back in they minds, they say, 

“Oh, I need that person on my team,” you see? But they don’t want 

people to know. It’s like, with – if I can, for a minute, it’s like with 

the spiritual part of it, with the churches. They preach about 

homosexuality in the church, but their organists, their choir 

director, the entire choir, are filled with the LGBTQ community. 

So we’re only good to make them look good when it’s crying for 

them, but, when they preaching for someone else, they wanna 

downgrade the very people that makes up – 

 

[0:52:00] 

 

JP: I hear you.  

 

SD: You understand? 

 

JP: I hear you, yeah. 
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SD: So – 

 

JP: But that’s – I mean, it’s important, what you’re saying, is that – for 

me, what it seems like is ballroom is about creating new worlds, 

you know? 

 

SD: New worlds. And it lets the people that’s coming behind us 

broaden their horizons because, if they see how it’s done, they 

said, “Wow, I have to do something that’s going to top that, that’s 

gonna make me be recognized.” You know, its so wonderful to see 

the new generation do something of their own and not recreate 

what someone has already done because you want your moment to 

be just that – your moment. Not “Oh, wow, that was nice, but I 

remember when such-and-such did that.” 

 

[0:53:00] 

 

 Now, if they say, “Bring it like someone from the past,” but you do 

it just like that but with your own twist, yeah – 

 

JP: And “moment” is a word that people in ballroom use, right? 

 

SD: A “moment” is when you’re recognize – a moment is when you’re 

no longer here or you’re no longer participating in the actual 

walking. They will always remember that moment. Like the Ursula 

thing, they will already remember that. Or me slipping in 

Philadelphia in 2013 – that was a moment. They will always 

remember that. 

 

JP: So a moment can be good and intentional – 

 

SD: It could be good and intention or it could be a mistake and not so 

good, but any publicity, to me, is good publicity, as long as you 

don’t forget me. And I have a meme of it today; they still pin it up. 

 

[0:54:00] 

 

 I said, “Lord,” but I say to myself, “After 30 years, you’re entitled 

to one slip.” It happens to the best of us and I am the best of the 

best. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. Okay. So let me see. Just a few more questions. Well, 

okay, so, actually, Marco had a few questions and he wanted to 

know how you think, or how everybody thinks, ballroom has 
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changed in the last ten years. And then also what three things 

would you like the younger generation to know about ballroom? 

 

SD: How ballroom has changed in the last ten years, let me think 

‘cause I’ve been away for a couple of years. But I kept in touch. 

 

[0:55:00] 

 

 I believe ballroom has changed in a way that we have now not too 

many original people. I don’t see enough originality in ballroom. I 

don’t see, in the different performance that walk the category 

vogue femme, it seems to me that everyone is doing the same 

thing, opposed to when my son, who became the father of the 

House of Dior’e – his name is the Iconic Mystery, Mysterious 

Dior’e. And he’s one that started the maca-ella. 

 

[0:56:00] 

 

 He used to be chopped for slamming down hard on this back and 

he perfected that, and now everyone, from all regions, does the 

maca-ella. 

 

JP: How do you spell that? What does that mean? 

 

SD: The maca-ella is a dip when you put your leg in the air and maybe 

you pose for a minute or you can spin into it and then you go 

straight down to the ground, on your leg and your back. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: But a lady’s back should never touch the floor. What else do I see 

that changed in ten years? How easy it is for people to get statuses. 

How easy it is for people to become legends and icons and things 

like that. Back in my day, there was no thing considered as “icons” 

and “pioneers.” 

 

[0:57:00] 

 

 We just had the legends. And when a legend hit that floor, you 

knew to stand to your feet and give due, give respect. Now –  

 

JP: Well, so, back then, what did that mean, to be a legend? 

 

SD: The legends was the people who started it all. It was the Avises 

Pindarvus. It was the Pepper LaBeijas. It was the Daureen Corine 

[sp?]. It was the Paris Dupree. It was the Michael Princess and 
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Urshin Christians and it was the people that was there. [Coughs] 

Excuse me. It was just – and you knew to respect them. 

 

[0:58:00] 

 

 Now we have not really too much respect for our people that paved 

the way. When an icon or a legend or a pioneer comes out, some 

people will clap and stand, opposed to when one of these young 

children come out, everyone jumps up and scream. But they forget, 

had it not been for me, you guys wouldn’t be able to do what you 

do now. What else is it in this – 

 

JP: Well, can you explain too, today, what does it mean to be a legend 

or an icon or a pioneer? ‘Cause those are titles _____ – 

 

SD: Yes. To me, for me, a pioneer is someone, for me, should have at 

least 30 years or more in the ballroom scene. 

 

[0:59:00] 

 

 An icon, for me and to me, should be a person that has 20 years or 

more. For me, once again, a legend should have ten years or more 

because, me as being who I am and done as much as I’ve done, I 

don’t feel that I should share my podium or my stage with a child 

that has been – I don’t feel that they earned that right. I don’t care 

what it is you’ve done on that floor, but, if you haven’t put in your 

time, not taking away from nothing that you’ve done on that floor 

– I’ll give you all your accolades; you deserve it – but to be a 

pioneer or an icon or a legend, you have to put in your work. 

 

[1:00:00] 

 

 And some people just get things because of who they’re close to, 

people that they know, who they slept with, who they do drugs 

with, who they drink with, who they party with, and that person 

might be a pioneer or an icon that can deem you. So that’s where I 

see there’s changed also. Now three things – go ahead. 

 

JP: Wait, just one last question about the pioneers. So do you have to 

be deemed an icon or a pioneer by some group of people or do you 

just name yourself as such? 

 

SD: Now, see, now it’s just that. It’s, like I said, for 30 years, you 

become pioneer. 

 

JP: Okay. 
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SD: Twenty, legend – I mean, I’m sorry, icon. 

 

[1:01:00] 

 

 Ten, legend. But now we do have people that are able and only 

able to deem, which are the pioneer and icons can deem and pull 

someone else over to the legendary status, to the icon status, or to 

the pioneer status. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: But, back in my day, back in the ‘80s, you didn’t need no one to 

deem you. If you’re hit that floor and one of the legends call you 

out and they said, “This is the legendary such-and-such,” my child, 

you are now deemed legend. And that’s all it was – a legend. It 

wasn’t legendary; it wasn’t icon; it wasn’t pioneer. You know, as 

things progress, people make up different things – 

 

[1:02:00] 

 

 just to put they self in higher positions than other people ‘cause 

some people feel that –  

 

[0:00:00] 

 

SD: I don’t deserve to be on the same level as this person. And which I 

understand that because a lot of people in ballroom scene have not 

done what I’ve done or what someone else have done to be called 

an icon. And, once they become an icon, you can’t take it back. 

Once someone become a legend, you can’t take it back. You might 

not like it, but, hey, it’s life of the ballroom scene. 

 

JP: And, I mean, it seems like, at each ball, at least the ones that I’ve 

been to, they start by calling out – 

 

SD: “Stars, statements, and legends.” 

 

JP: Yeah. 

 

SD: That’s called, I think it’s, “LSS.” “LI – “ so I would say, yeah, it’s 

one of those, but that’s when you get recognized by the 

commentator. And a commentator is a person who controls the 

ball, is the person that narrates the whole thing, that speaks. 

 

[0:01:00] 
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 And, while you’re doing what it is that you’re doing on the floor, 

they’re speaking on the mic. So, when they go around to different 

states to states, city to cities, country to country, the people that 

stood out in them states or even people that comes with them or 

from different states, get knowledged – get acknowledged for their 

accolades and for what they do. So they take about a good, I’d say, 

probably, hour and call out and get everyone attention and let them 

have they moment. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. I mean, that’s one of the things I think is interesting 

about ballroom too, is you look at other gay or lesbian spaces, they 

tend to be really young. They don’t tend to be intergenerational. 

And, here, at least as it’s set up, it’s about respecting the people 

who came before you and respecting your history and your parents 

and giving credit where credit is due. 

 

[0:02:00] 

 

SD: Yes. And one more thing about Baltimore – Baltimore, we set a 

tone. Baltimore has been here since the ‘80s, yeah, the ballroom 

scene, and we have people that’s passed on, that I want to get 

together with some of the people that have pictures and I myself 

want to throw a Baltimore history ball. And that will be a lesson 

for our younger generation to learn about they history, where they 

come from, to let them know that this is not all that it was or all 

that it is. We come from a deep, strong ballroom background that 

has grand prizes on top of grand prizes and that are known for, 

when we come, they know to be prepared. 

 

[0:03:00] 

 

 So I want my younger generation, my 30s and my 20s and my 

teens, to know that you have something to stand on, which is our 

shoulders now. You know? So – and I would just want them to 

know that mother loves them. 

 

JP: Okay. Just maybe two more questions and then I’ll let you go. 

Okay, so it seems like ballroom is having a mainstream moment – 

you know, there’s Pose. There’s the show My House. There are 

some other things like that. So I’m curious just what you think 

about this mainstream moment that ballroom’s having. 

 

SD: I think it’s wonderful. I don’t agree with some of the topics or 

some of the exposure, but I think, for us to be as one and a 
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community, for us getting out there finally on mainstream and the 

people that are doing it, I think it’s a beautiful thing. 

 

[0:04:00] 

 

 But I don’t like the fact that everyone in ballroom scene don’t 

come from the same background. I don’t like that it’s shown that 

all people come from being homeless or on the piers and stuff. 

That’s not where everyone comes from. You know, I would love to 

see a little more of the positive side of the ballroom world, like the 

family and the getting togethers and having dinners and going 

skating and things like the family side, not all of the drugs and the 

drinking and the sicknesses and things like that. That’s not all what 

Baltimore – I’m sorry, but Baltimore too – that’s not all what 

ballroom is. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. And, maybe related to that question, we’re gonna have 

this ball at the Peabody, so I’m curious what you think about that 

and maybe – 

 

[0:05:00] 

 

 what you need to make a ball successful in a space like the 

Peabody, you know? And what you have to kind of watch out for 

so you don’t make mistakes. So it’s a ballroom event and it’s for 

ballroom. 

 

SD: Well, for one, at the Peabody, I love it because it’s groundbreaking 

history. It’ll be the first ball ever thrown at the Peabody Library. 

What to make it successful is promotion, promotion, promotion. 

The space is wonderful already. I don’t believe in – you cannot 

make sure everything goes off without a hitch; there’s going to be 

always something pop – the devil’s busy. 

 

[0:06:00] 

 

 It’s always going to be something that pops up, but, to avoid 

certain things, you have certain people in place to make sure that 

things run as smooth as possible. One, you have to have the right 

commentator that the people respect and that the people will listen 

to and that can control a crowd, which we have one here in 

Baltimore, which is my grandson Mizrahi. He’s going to be one of 

the commentators for here. And we need commentators from 

different places, so, when different people come from different 

places, they’ll have somebody there that represent them and that 

can call them out as well. We want it to be a successful event that 
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all can attend to and that all feel welcome, so, when we have the 

next one, all will come back. 

 

JP: Okay. 

 

[0:07:00] 

 

 Is there anything you wanna add that you think is important to 

record or anything that I didn’t ask about that’s important. 

 

SD: Well, for Baltimore, just to say that we have come a very, very 

long way and we’re still coming and we’re not going to stop 

coming. And, as long as I have breath in my body, I’m going to 

make sure Baltimore stays coming. 

 

JP: Mm-hmm. 

 

SD: That’s it. 

 

JP: And then I wanna ask you one more time to just introduce 

yourself. You did it at the very beginning, but just so I have 

another copy, just “My name is...” and such and such. Yeah. 

 

SD: I am Baltimore’s blueprint. I am the founder and CEO, Sandy 

Dior’e. 

 

JP: Thank you so much. 

 

SD: You’re welcome. 

 

[End of Audio] 

 


